
SAIDAN – HAVING FULL CONTROL OVER THE CHAOS 

The past couple of years, the Raw Black Metal scene has exploded, with a dozen new bands being spit 

out by the underground each month. Whilst the majority of these (rather new) bands is copying each-

other or jumping on the bandwagon of what’s hot in the underground, there are also some hidden and 

rough diamonds who are developing their own sound and are worth your time, attention and money. 

Nashville, Tennesee based Saidan is one of them. We spoke with mister Saidan himself. (JOKKE)  

 

 
 

Hail Saidan, first of all, thanks for agreeing on doing this interview. What’s going on with Saidan at the 

moment? 

 

Hails, I’m glad to be a part of it. Currently, I’m in the process of working on my second full-length, along 

with a few other things that I hope to show people soon. 

 

What does the band-name mean? 

 

The name Saidan means both “altar” and “sacrificial altar” in Japanese.  

 

As of your first release, 2020’s demo “Onryō: Vengeful Spirits in the Eastern Night”, Saidan made itself 

stand out from the rest of the Raw Black Metal pack in terms of lyrical content that often deals with 

Japanese folklore and horror stories. What sparked your interest in these themes? Did you ever visit 

Japan and if yes, what was your impression? 

 

I was hoping to finally go to Japan in 2020 but we all know how last year went, haha. I am planning on 

going next year though. As for my interest in Japan, that started when I was very young. It mostly came 

from Japanese tech and games, most notably PlayStation (1 & 2) and the Metal Gear Solid series. As I got 

older, I started getting into J-rock and some Anime. Yet, the horror movies is where I got the urge to look 

into the folklore of Japan. I enjoy folklore from all countries, but Japan has always stood out to me. 
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What attracts you to the Onryō? 

 

The Onryō (or Vengeful Spirit) is something I just felt made sense with my lyrical themes on the first 

demos. Also, I really enjoy writing about ghosts and hauntings.  

 

Let’s walk through your discography. “Onryō: Vengeful Spirits in the Eastern Night” was your debut 

demo that got released in October 2020. Was this a long time after you decided to found Saidan or did 

the music shape up very quick and easy? Which came first: the music, or the idea behind Saidan? 

 

I feel like Saidan is the project I’ve been working towards for the last 5 or 6 years. I was doing Post-Punk, 

later that turned into Lo-fi Punk with a lot of J-rock influences, and that turned into Saidan. So, the idea 

was always there, it just took a while to get to it. All of the songs for the first demo were recorded early 

in 2020. I wasn’t sure about releasing them until a friend of mine heard them, which is how I got into 

contact with Forgotten Sorcery. The rest, as they say, is history. 

  

The demo tape was released on 33 copies by 

Forgotten Sorcery and was sold out in the blink of an 

eye. Later on, it was repressed various times and also 

released on vinyl by JEMS Label. Popularity of a music 

genre should be fueled by the music itself, but I often 

have the impression that in the realm of Raw Black 

Metal, people are more interested in the idea of 

possessing (and showing off) a limited release rather 

than enjoying the music. In my opinion, people 

should support physical formats but listen to them, 

instead of merely collecting. Moreover, every month 

a dozen new bands and labels pop-up to jump on the 

bandwagon. What’s your opinion on this, and will 

your releases always be made available as long as 

there is a demand? 

 

If there’s demand, I’ll always try to find a way to have more copies of my music made. That’s the main 

reason I post some of my music on Spotify. Not everybody can afford to spend $30 plus shipping on a 

record, and then over $100 for a nice record player. And I’m really not into the whole super limited 

cassette thing. I can see why some bands do it, but it’s not special when every band does it. Why spend 

weeks or months working on music that only five people might hear? And more than likely, one out of 

those five only bought it to show off to the other four. However, I think collecting music is great, especially 

if you actually listen to what you collect. But collecting for likes on Instagram is lame. 

 

Where is the sample at the end of “Eien no nemuri” taken from? 

 

It’s the Japanese national anthem. I thought it made a good little send off for the demos. 
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This song deals with mental health and overcoming depression. How are you feeling now? Did the 

isolation and reduction of social contacts due to COVID-restrictions have an impact on your mental 

health? Is music therapy for you? 

 

Thanks for asking, I’m doing pretty decent. Music for me has always been therapeutic, especially Metal. 

Being locked at home all year was strange, but it gave me a lot of time to try writing different styles, and 

to learn different techniques. I made some crap minimal synth stuff that nobody will ever hear, but I 

learned from that, and now I’m able to apply what I learned to Saidan, which is great. 

 

Music wise, you can hear some elements from 

Post-Rock in these first songs, without labelling 

your music as Post-Black Metal. Your musical 

roots with Of Serpents lay in Metalcore/Melodic 

Death Metal, a genre that, not only production-

wise, differs a lot from Raw Black Metal. What 

attracted you to Black Metal in the first place and 

which bands inspired you to start with Saidan? 

 

I’ve been listening to extreme music since I was six 

or seven. so I’d say what attracted me to Black 

Metal is the same thing that got me me into Punk, 

Hardcore, Thrash and Death Metal. And that was 

my dad, and most notably my brother. My brother 

would come home with new CDs every week and 

we would just sit in his bedroom and listen to them 

and absorb it. The Black Metal bands that inspired 

this project are mostly the first wave bands with 

some second wave sprinkled in. Venom, early 

Slayer, Mercyful Fate, Satyricon, Darkthrone. But 

you mentioned Post-rock, and I’d say those bands 

influence my song writing more than anything.  

 

Your Instagram account speaks about “Straight Edge Black Metal Punk”. Although there is of course a 

growing number of vegetarians and vegans, also amidst the Black Metal audiences and artists, it must 

be the first time that I hear the term Straight Edge in connection to Black Metal. Is Straight Edge 

becoming a new movement in this genre? 

 

I’m not sure if it’s becoming a movement. But I do know a couple of bands that have Straight Edge 

members, they just don’t talk about it publicly very much. Being Straight Edge is something that’s always 

been really important to me. With my music being so influenced by Punk/Hardcore, I thought it made 

sense to label myself as “Straight Edge Black Metal”. It would be really cool if a small scene started with a 

bunch of Straight Edge Black Metal bands though, but only time will tell. 
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From what I’ve heard, your political views are 

situated in the left wing, and you want to avoid 

working labels that have NSBM or bands with an 

extreme right world view in their roster. In “USBM: 

A Revolution of Identity in American Black Metal”, 

the recently published book by Decibel contributor 

Daniel Lake, there’s a chapter about “bad shit in 

Black Metal” wherein Aesop Dekker (ex-Agalloch, 

Ludicra) states that “I think it’s a tall order to want 

or expect all art to come from good people, or to 

limit yourself to art that’s made by good people. Do 

I want to hang out with racists? No. Do I want to give 

them my money? No. That’s something I’ve wrestled 

with, but I’m very careful about what bands my 

bands play with, what promotors I work with. 

Everyone has to make their own choices about it. 

We’re not in a place where we should condemn 

people for how they want to approach that. We 

definitely should condemn Nazis, but we shouldn’t condemn people for liking a record or wearing a T-

shirt. That’s not racism.” Do you agree with him, or should Black Metal be offensive? How difficult is it 

nowadays in the Black Metal scene to work according to this principle? Where do you draw the line in 

your decision to work with a label or other band? 

 

I agree with 99% of his statement. But if I happen to see somebody in a Goatmoon shirt, I’m probably 

going to assume they’re a racist, or an idiot at the least haha.  

 

Nowadays everybody is offended by everything. I have offended NS dudes by saying their favorite bands 

suck. And it’s hilarious, because the NS guys are the ones who preach “Black Metal is about hate”, but if 

you tell them you “hate racists” somehow that doesn’t count.  

 

I believe you can be offensive, and not be racist or homophobic. Some people just aren’t educated enough 

to do it, so they resort to ignorant ideas and backwards beliefs. I’ve started asking labels, and other parties, 

if they’re associated with any sketchy bands before I work with them. I failed to do that a few months 

back and it caused some drama for a few days. But that’s my way of navigating things currently. Also, I 

hate all political sides. Left or Right, they all suck. 

 

What’s your opinion regarding separating the art from the artist? 

 

For me, it depends on the artist. I love John Lennon, but he was no saint. Same with Tiny Tim, and I listen 

to Charles Manson’s music quite often. If the lyrical message isn’t preaching backwards thoughts, I can 

normally separate the art from the artist pretty easily. 
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Did you read the USBM-book and what’s your opinion about the current state of USBM? 

 

I haven’t read the book; I may look into getting it soon though! I think the current state of USBM is really 

good at the moment, especially in the south. I feel like something special is happening down here. So 

many bands are doing different and creative things. Vide, Klanen, Vampirska, Primeval Well, Forest Of 

Jinn. I can literally keep going. The rest of the country is doing great too. You have Old Nick, Lamp Of 

Murmuur, Vanen, Hermitess, Grot, Bloodnun. 

 

The only thing that I don’t like is how many bands are popping up and doing the same exact thing as 50 

other bands. I seen a blatant Burning Apparition of the Master clone the other day, right down to the J-

Card layout and intro track. I know my first demo art didn’t look all that creative, but I mean come on! At 

least try to make the music original. 

 

Your second release was the split with fellow USBM one-man 

band Klanen, where, next to the ethereal Post-Rock 

crescendo’s, some influences from Thrash Metal can be heard 

as well. Why do you think that within the Metal-genre, one-

man bands are mostly found on the (Raw) Black Metal side? 

 

I’m not sure. I don’t want to say “because it’s easy”, but I 

believe that has something to do with it. Also, I think having full 

control over the chaos is something everybody wants, and Raw 

Black Metal is one of the only things in life where that’s 

possible. 

 

Many one-man Black Metal bands, Saidan included, have a 

high output with several releases per year. Is being the only 

composer in a band a good thing to guard over quality 

(instead of quantity), compared to a band with more 

members? Why do you think the majority of Raw (one-man) 

Black Metal bands are concentrated on American soil? 

 

I think being the only member of a band can be a good thing for creativity reasons, but the downside is 

that you don’t have another person to bounce ideas off. Having a drummer now has helped me a lot in 

that aspect. My only guess as to why there are so many one-man Black Metal bands in America, is probably 

because Metal isn’t very popular here anymore. I only know around 10 people in my local scene that 

actually listen to Black Metal. Mostly people around here listen to Deathcore, Hardcore, Metalcore, and 

every once in a while you’ll find a Death Metal fan. I also think that’s the reason you see a lot of the Black 

Metal “boomers” call these newer USBM bands “tourists”. Most people in Black Metal bands nowadays 

(me included) don’t just play Black Metal. It’s almost impossible to find people in a local scene that even 

listen to it, but it’s easy to find a bunch of people that love hardcore. So, what happens is you end up 

playing in a Hardcore band and doing Black Metal on your own. 
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This split-release with Klanen marked the entry of drummer Shadosai. Did his joining have an influence 

on your song-writing process? 

 

In many ways, yes. I’m able to focus a bit more on riffs and lyrics now, when in the past I worried a lot 

about programming the drums (I hate programming drums). It helps that Shadosai is literally the best 

drummer I’ve ever met. So when I have a song ready, I never worry about how the drums will sound. And 

I never have to tell him “hey, do this here” he just knows. It’s pretty great.  

 

This split-release was released by Crown and Throne Ltd. On tape and Death Manifestations on CD. It 

seems to be more and more common within Raw Black Metal circles to work for with a different label 

for every release, often spread amongst the European and North American continent. Why this modus 

operandi? Do you search a new label for new releases or do these labels approach you? 

 

So far, I haven’t really approached any labels other than Forgotten Sorcery. And as I said earlier, my friend 

sort of set that up for me. The ones I’m currently working with seem to enjoy releasing my music, which 

is great and I really appreciate the fact they want to put my music out. JEMS Label has been really good 

to me, and I have a great relationship with the owner. Obscurant Visions was the second label to ever 

contact me, and I really loved working with them. Same with all the labels I’ve released with so far, they’ve 

all been really great. I think most bands like releasing on multiple labels because it will reach more people. 

With shipping prices being so high, it’s a good way to get your music to people that may not have the 

money to spend on overseas shipping. 

 

With “Jigoku: Spiraling Chasms of the 

Blackest Hell”, you released your first full-

length through JEMS label, Obscurant Visions 

and Forgotten Sorcery Productions. Again, 

musical influences are broadened, 

showcasing some rather modern metal 

influences. The title is inspired by the poem 

“Tomino’s Hell” (1919) by the Japanese 

children’s poet Saijou Yaso. Some believe the 

poem to be a curse if read out loud. Others 

believe the poem to be a metaphor for the 

horrors of war. Jigoku strives to invoke all of 

those feelings and beliefs from the opening 

scream to the last note. Do you believe in 

curses or spells by magic or witchcraft? 

 

Yes, I believe in all three. It’s not something that I practice, but I’ve looked into them. Especially with my 

next album. The themes and content have a lot to do with witchcraft and curses. 
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One of the songs is entitled “She's Buried Under the Cherry Blossoms”. In Japan, the meaning of cherry 

blossoms (Sakura in Japanese) runs deep, making the country’s national flower a cultural icon revered 

around the world, not just for its overwhelming beauty, but for its enduring expression of life, death, 

and renewal. Sakura used to be embraced for military or self-destructive purposes by samurai and 

kamikaze warplanes where in the first case, a fallen cherry blossom symbolized the end of their short 

lives and in the latter case, flower imagery was painted on the warplanes before embarking on suicide 

missions to die like beautiful falling cherry petals for the emperor. Is Sakura, Japan’s natural flower, 

your favourite symbol of its culture and heritage? Do you see any beauty in the tradition of death 

instead of defeat? 

 

When I think of Japan, the Sakura flower is one of the first things I see. And when you look into how 

significant that flower is to Japanese culture, it makes you appreciate it. In Nashville, where I’m from, our 

city is full of cherry blossoms trees. You can’t really travel around downtown without seeing them. So for 

me, cherry blossoms are important for multiple reasons. The title came from a novel by Motojirō Kajii 

named “Under the Cherry Trees”. The opening line of the book says “Dead bodies are buried under cherry 

blossoms! You have to believe it.”. I had read that book and was inspired by it. Yet lyrically, the song is 

about losing a friend to suicide, and it was written to be from multiple perspectives. Some verses are from 

a family member or a friend’s point of view, and other verses are from the point of view of a girl who has 

killed herself. I do see beauty in death, but the song isn’t dealing with that. 

 

Release per release, your production is improving, although still being labelled as “raw”. Was a lo-fi 

production intentional or rather the result of having limited access to decent recording equipment 

when you started out? 

 

I was just trying to cover the crappy programmed drums on the first demos haha. I’ve thought about going 

back and redoing those songs with real drums and a bit cleaner production, but I’ve been a bit busy with 

newer songs. I’m trying to strike a good balance between “raw” and “clean” production. I don’t want 

overly polished music, but I also don’t want my riffs to be inaudible. 
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Your last release to date is a four-way-split with 

US-bands Hermitess and Vampirska, and 

Forbidden Tomb from Indonesia. How did this 

collaboration come to be, and is there a bond 

between the four of you or a mutual sharing in 

world views/lyrical content that goes further 

than just the music on this release? 

 

Weird story about this one. If my information is 

correct, it was originally supposed to be a split 

between Vampirska and Forbidden Tomb, and 

something happened to where the label wanted 

the release to be longer so they could press it on 

vinyl. Thus, Vampirska asked me and Hermitess if 

we wanted to be a part of it. Luckily, I got asked 

while I was tracking my full length, and I had a 10-

minute song ready to go that wasn’t going to be 

on my album. So basically, the song I put on the 

split was a Jigoku B-side. I know the other three 

bands have similar views as me, so it was a perfect 

fit having all of us together on something, and I 

love all three bands, so I was honored to be asked. 

I hope I can do more stuff with those guys in the 

future.  

 

What obsession are we talking about in case of the ten-minute song you wrote for this release? 

 

“All-consuming Obsession” is about the Björk stalker, Ricardo López. Similar to “She’s Buried under the 

Cherry Blossoms”, I wrote it from two perspectives. You have a person on the outside that’s condemning 

the acts, and you have Ricardo explaining why he did what he did. The main theme behind the song is 

mental health and the dangers of obsession. 

 

Do you have plans to play live gigs with Saidan, now that we’re slowly returning to a normal life with 

live music? 

 

Currently, the plan is to play my first show next year, and after that there will be some other shows 

happening. But if I say any more than that I’ll get in trouble haha. People should keep their eyes out on 

my Instagram or Bandcamp page for when those things will be announced! 

 

This interview was published on www.addergebroed.com on August 26, 2021 

http://www.addergebroed.com/

